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In an article entitled “Testimonies of Repression: Methodological and 
Political Issues,” Jo Labanyi warns that, despite the historical value of many 
recent collections of testimonies of civil war and postwar repression in 
Spain, some of these collections may harbor an unacknowledged danger. 
This danger is that we come to see those who suffered such repression 
overwhelmingly as victims, thus robbing them, albeit with the best of 
intentions, of a sense of agency. She contrasts, for example, recent 
collections of testimonies that decontextualize individuals’ life stories, 
highlighting only the abuses they suffered in an effort to present graphic 
selections within a kind of “repertoire of atrocities,” with earlier collections 
of testimonies, such as those of women prisoners gathered and published by 
former political prisoners Tomasa Cuevas and Fernanda Romeu Alfaro 
(published originally in 1985 and 1994, respectively), that emphasize the 
women’s political activism before, during, and after prison.1 

Similarly, historian Ricard Vinyes begins his book Irredentas: Las 
presas políticas y sus hijos en las cárceles de Franco, published in 2002, the 
same year as Dulce Chacón’s novel La voz dormida, by affirming the 
importance of recognizing the agency of these imprisoned women within 
what he calls the “universo carcelario” (prison universe) of Francoism. This 
universe is made up not only of the prisons and concentration camps where 
prisoners were interned but of the territories outside them that were in 
constant contact and dialogue with the inside, territories not immune to the 
brutal repression of the regime, such as the spaces where the prisoners’ 
families lived, the various networks of solidarity with prisoners throughout 
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the country, the institutions created to take in and indoctrinate children 
stolen from female prisoners, and even the schools for children of prison 
personnel, where a similar, although perhaps less brutal, kind of 
indoctrination took place.2 Vinyes is aware of the complex and interrelated 
networks of political and social power throughout this “universo carcelario,” 
and the many ways that women political prisoners and their families actively 
negotiated, worked within, and often subverted (inasmuch as they could) 
those structures of power with two interrelated objectives: to survive and to 
affirm their political identity. He further claims: 

 
Esa relación activa y constante de las presas con el poder y sus formas 
de dominio prueba que la cárcel jamás fue un paréntesis vital para las 
reclusas, sino una construcción biográfica que muchos años después las 
convirtió, por decisión propia, en testimonios activos, es decir, 
testimonios que no sólo dieron fe de la “verdad” de lo sucedido, sino 
también una interpretación propia de los hechos vividos. (Irredentas 14) 
 
(That active and constant relationship of the inmates with power and its 
forms of domination proves that prison was never a vital parenthesis for 
the inmates, but a biographical construction that would, years later, turn 
them into witnesses who not only gave testimony to the “truth” of what 
happened but also presented their own interpretation of the events they 
experienced.)3 
 
La voz dormida, does indeed re-create life in this “universo carcelario,” 

inside as well as outside of prison, both during and after the Spanish Civil 
War. The novel presents stories of several female prisoners, some of whom 
had also participated in the armed guerrilla intended to overthrow the 
regime, and of their families and other male guerrilla fighters, all victims of 
Francoist repression, yet all portrayed as active agents despite their 
victimhood. Chacón’s novel is based on the author’s extensive research on 
testimonies of women who suffered Francoist repression, such as those 
mentioned earlier by Cuevas Romeu Alfaro, and other historical studies, as 
well as on numerous oral interviews with former women prisoners and their 
relatives, historians, researchers, etc. The novel makes sure not to betray the 
agency that permeates these women’s stories, an agency so important, as 
Ricard Vinyes reminds us, in their own telling of their lives. It is essential to 
highlight this agency in order to duly recognize—and honor—women’s 
important contributions to the fight against the Franco regime and the 
establishment of a democratic system in Spain, contributions that Spanish 
society has not acknowledged. As Dulce Chacón has stated, complaining of 
the silence about woman’s political opposition to the Franco regime both 
during the regime itself and afterwards: “[la mujer] fue sometida a una doble 
construcción del olvido. . . . El papel de la mujer ha sido condenado al 
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ostracismo. Es necesario que la Historia contemple la presencia de la mujer 
en la batalla contra el fascismo” (“La mujer” 77) ([women] have been 
subjected to a double construction of forgetting. . . . The role of women has 
been condemned to ostracism. It is necessary that History acknowledge the 
presence of women in the fight against fascism).4 

I would like to focus here on a series of practices, repeatedly highlighted 
in the novel, through which the agency of the characters within the confines 
of the “universo carcelario” is presented. We can understand these practices 
as examples of what Michel de Certeau, in The Practice of Everyday Life, 
calls “oppositional practices,” practices by means of which imposed 
structures, languages, codes, rules, and so on in society are transformed in 
everyday life by individuals in ways that serve individual or group purposes 
other than those officially intended. In contrast to an oppositional strategy, 
which implies a certain degree of autonomy and externality from the power 
structure being undermined, de Certeau conceives of oppositional practices 
as tactics and explains, 

 
I call tactics the calculated action which is determined by the absence of 
a proper place. . . . Tactics has no place except in that of the other. . . . 
[I]t must play with the terrain imposed on it. Organized by the law of a 
strange force . . . it is movement “in the enemy’s field of vision” . . . , 
and in the space controlled by him. . . . In sum, it is an art of the weak. 
. . . [T]actics are tricks of the weak within the order established by the 
strong. (“On the Oppositional Practices” 6, 8) 
 
The oppositional practices I want to look at here, through which the 

agency of the characters in the novel is affirmed, revolve around two axes: 
adopting and adapting. The first refers to the recurrent metaphor of 
“adopting” and “adoptions” present throughout the text. There are various 
kinds of adoptions at work. To begin with, women in the novel recurrently 
establish alternative families by figuratively adopting fellow prisoners or 
friends as if they were their own family members. Through this practice of 
creating alternative families of various kinds, the characters not only subvert 
the conservative, traditional view of the family so central to Francoist 
ideology, but they also assert their political activism and defiance, often 
(although not always) affirming a political and ideological affiliation crucial 
to their sense of themselves as agents. Secondly, this oppositional practice is 
also put into play by adopting certain behaviors, for example in their 
relations with men, that challenge the submissive role of women propagated 
by Francoism. This tactical practice of adoptions will be seen to function not 
only within the novel, and between the characters therein, but extra-textually 
as well, as an important element characterizing not only how the novel came 
to be but also its impact on readers. 
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The second oppositional practice, that of “adapting,” is based on a 
recurrent practice whereby characters adapt an established signifying 
practice, language, or social code to make it mean, or communicate, 
something different than what it was officially established for. Through 
these tactical adaptations of language and meaning, the established social 
order is subverted and a space for female resistance and alternative 
communication is established. This oppositional practice of adapting various 
social codes takes place within and beyond the walls of the prison in the text, 
while also characterizing the very construction and generic definition of the 
novel itself. Adopting and adapting thus function as two important 
oppositional practices at work on multiple levels of the novel. They are, as 
de Certeau claims, “the tricks of the weak within the order established by the 
strong” (“On the Oppositional Practices” 8).5 
 
 
Adopting 
 
There is an anecdote in the novel that can be seen to function as a metaphor 
for the first kind of oppositional practice mentioned above, that of adoptions. 
Pepita is one of the protagonists of the novel. She is not in prison but is the 
sister of Hortensia, who is in the women’s prison of Ventas in Madrid, both 
during and after the war, for her participation in the armed guerrilla 
resistance movement. Hortensia is sentenced to die, but the execution is 
postponed until she can give birth to her baby daughter. In the meantime, 
Pepita comes to visit Hortensia every day it is allowed. 

During one such visiting day, to Pepita’s utter surprise, Hortensia’s 
partner, Felipe, who is still a guerrilla fighter living in the mountains, and his 
maquis companion, Paulino, who has fallen in love with Pepita from an 
earlier clandestine encounter, show up outside the prison, disguised as 
proper bourgeois gentlemen. They are seriously risking their lives, but 
Felipe wants to visit Hortensia in prison, and Paulino wants to see Pepita. 
Once he gets in line, however, Paulino sees his grandfather there, too, and 
learns that his own little sister, Elvira, is also in the prison and is one of 
Hortensia’s close friends, one of the members of her “prison family.” Never 
having come to the prison before, and thus not knowing that those who do 
not arrive early are in danger of not making it in to the visiting room due to 
the stringent time restrictions imposed on visits and the large number of 
family members trying to enter, Felipe and Paulino arrive too late. They 
would end up at the end of the line were it not for Pepita’s improvised, 
tactical use of adoptions. As she is at the front of the line and knows most of 
the other prisoners’ family members around her, she brings Felipe and 
Paulino to the front and immediately creates a number of false “families” so 
that they can all go in unnoticed and within the number of family members 
allowed per prisoner. Felipe is quickly converted into the husband of another 
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woman (the daughter of an inmate) and the son-in-law of yet another 
prisoner’s husband, so they can all go in together as a newly formed family. 
Paulino, in turn, becomes Pepita’s spouse, and they “adopt” the little son of 
Felipe’s new father-in-law. 

As they approach the door, where a prison guard awaits to take note of 
the family members entering the prison, we are told that “Pepita explicó a La 
Veneno el parentesco de todos y cada uno con tanta rápidez y tanta firmeza 
que a todos los dejaron pasar” (Chacón, Voz 131) (Pepita explained so 
quickly and firmly to little Miss Poison who everyone was and what family 
they belonged to that they were all allowed in) (Sleeping 86). This tactical 
use of adopting a false family is certainly, here, a trick of the weak, 
functioning right “in the enemy’s field of vision,” as de Certeau explained 
(“On the Oppositional Practices” 6). Yet in the end it permits Pepita and her 
companions to circumvent and subvert the visiting rules of the prison, as 
well as affirm a minimum sense of agency and solidarity among themselves. 

When Hortensia is executed after having had her baby (named Tensi, 
Hortensia’s own nickname), Pepita “adopts” the baby, although she raises 
her to be fully aware of who her real mother was. In fact, Pepita encourages 
Tensi to be as close to her real mother as possible by reading the notebooks 
that Hortensia wrote for her in prison, in which, among other things, 
Hortensia passes on her communist ideals to her daughter, ideals that Pepita 
herself does not share. Pepita, in turn, is effectively “adopted” by Doña 
Celia, the owner of the pension where she lives, whose own daughter was 
imprisoned and executed earlier for her political activism against the regime. 
When Tensi is older, she will have yet another figurative mother, a political 
mother, in the form of Reme, an older female prisoner who had been part of 
Hortensia’s original “political family” in prison and who, after her release 
following many years in Ventas, organizes the Communist Party’s activities 
in support of prisoners. In Reme, Tensi finds a mother figure who nurtures 
her political development to the point that, when she is eighteen, Tensi 
decides to also join the Communist Party, like her biological mother, despite 
Pepita’s protestations. 

Such “adoptions” are forms of survival, to be sure, but they are also 
oppositional practices in that they allow networks of resistance to the regime 
to function.6 They also embody oppositional practices because they 
undermine the rigid, traditional notion of the family upheld by Francoist 
rhetoric. They do this not only by being made up of strong, politically active 
women but also by being, in many ways, more “real” as families than those 
that supposedly should have been exemplary in the eyes of the regime. A 
case in point is the family for whom Pepita works as a maid for a time. The 
doctor, Don Fernando, is estranged from his father, also a doctor and a 
personal friend of Franco’s, who has never forgiven his son for having 
remained loyal to the Republic during the war and refused to practice 
medicine afterwards, even though his father has managed to have him 
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pardoned and has secured a good job for him through his personal 
connection to the Caudillo himself. Don Fernando is also estranged from his 
wife, who will have nothing to do with him until he decides to become a 
doctor again and thus regain the social prestige that accompanies such a 
profession. Despite never seeing or talking to him when they are at home, 
she obliges him to go to mass with her every Sunday just to keep up 
appearances. 

The dysfunctional nature of this real family, this family that is, in many 
ways, a farce, contrasts sharply with the supportive and nurturing qualities of 
the “adopted” families in the text. We can thus understand the full political 
implications of the answer Pepita gives the young Tensi when the latter asks 
her what she should respond to other children in school who tell her that 
Pepita and Doña Celia are not her real mother and grandmother. Pepita 
responds that she is Tensi’s mother “de mentirijilla, pero hay mentirijillas 
que son una verdad más honda que las propias verdades . . . hay mentiras 
que son verdades” (Voz 333) (I’m your pretend mother. . . . sometimes when 
we pretend it can be truer than true things) (Sleeping 229). These “mentiras 
que son verdades” are part of an oppositional practice that effectively turns 
the concept of the traditional Francoist family on its head. 

It is especially noteworthy that de Certeau calls such oppositional 
practices the “guerrilla warfare of everyday life” (“On the Oppositional 
Practices” 6). We see in the text that, in her tactical use of “adoptions,” 
Pepita in fact engages in a form of resistance to power that can be seen to be 
somewhat similar, though by other means, to her sister’s participation in the 
armed guerrilla movement. Thus, even though Pepita throughout the text 
emphatically states that she is not brave like her sister and that she does not 
want to be sucked into politics, that politics for her is nothing but “la gran 
araña negra y peluda” (Voz 100) (the huge, hairy black spider) (Sleeping 64) 
that will inevitably trap her in its sticky web, in the end she is essential in 
establishing a web of political resistance in the form of the oppositional 
practices she engages in. This understanding of Pepita’s actions ultimately 
implies an important redefinition of traditional notions of heroism, activism, 
agency, and, indeed, politics itself, highlighting the value and political 
import of women’s experiences of everyday resistance to power and 
effectively undermining traditional boundaries between the personal and the 
political, the public and the private sphere, boundaries so important in 
maintaining a patriarchal system. 

The oppositional practice of adopted “families” as a form of survival 
and resistance is found inside the prison as well. For example, the female 
prisoners create “families” in prison to share the food in the packages 
received by inmates from their real families beyond the prison walls. The 
prison families are created with an equal number of members who regularly 
receive food and those who do not, so they can share the food and all eat 
something. When a prisoner is set free, the families are rearranged in order 
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to make sure there is always a balance between members who receive food 
and those who do not. This oppositional practice, coordinated by the 
network of the Communist Party (another alternative family) in the prison, 
functions not only as a means of survival for all but also as a demonstration 
of solidarity among the women and an affirmation of political activism and 
agency, which prove to be as valuable for survival as the very food the 
prisoners share. It emerges, in fact, as a subtle kind of guerrilla warfare, 
where no prisoner is left to suffer alone. 

This practice is mentioned in the text when two of the older inmates 
need to join a new prison family after the escape of two prisoners creates the 
need for familial reorganization: “[E]sa misma noche, en la reunión del 
Partido en la habitación de los lavabos, Tomasa y Reme debían incorporarse 
a una nueva familia. Como Reme recibía paquetes y Tomasa no, buscaron 
un grupo que ya estuviera compensado. Se sumaron al de cuatro presas en el 
que sólo dos recibían comida” (Voz 254) (That same evening, at the Party 
meeting in the washroom, it was agreed that Tomasa and Reme should join 
another family. Since Reme received packages and Tomasa did not, they 
were to join a group that already had enough. They joined four other 
prisoners, two of whom got food parcels) (Sleeping 173). Ricard Vinyes 
quotes a woman who was a political prisoner in Franco’s prisons for sixteen 
years and who expresses very dramatically the way the female political 
prisoners saw their survival, as well as the maintenance of their political 
opposition to the prison system, as an alternative form of warfare. It was, 
indeed, a daily guerrilla warfare through which not only was their own 
nature as active political agents affirmed, but the very legitimacy of the 
prison system, and by extension the entire Franco regime, was undermined: 
 

En la cárcel no hablábamos exactamente de la guerra. La guerra eran los 
enfrentamientos por las situaciones que vivíamos en la cárcel, por la 
ausencia de todo. Ésta era nuestra lucha constante, y considerábamos 
que la guerra no había acabado para nosotras. No es que estuviéramos 
fuera del tiempo, sino que ésta era la única manera de conservar nuestra 
condición de presas políticas: nos sentíamos satisfechas y orgullosas de 
serlo, y la confrontación era continua con la Dirección de la cárcel, con 
las monjas, con las funcionarias, por todas aquellas injusticias y 
maltratos que estábamos sufriendo. . . . Por todo ello estábamos en 
guerra cada día, porque queríamos refutar todo su sistema opresivo al no 
aceptarlas como vencedoras, sino tan sólo como dominadoras. (Vinyes, 
“El universo penitenciario” 175) 
 
(In prison we did not speak exactly of the war. The war was the 
confrontations we had over the situations we lived in prison, due to the 
scarcity of everything. This was our constant war, and we considered 
that the war had not ended for us. It is not that we were outside of time, 
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but that this was our only way of maintaining our condition of political 
prisoners: we were proud to be political prisoners, and the confrontation 
was constant with the management of the prison, with the nuns, with the 
functionaries, for all the injustices and mistreatment we received. . . . 
Because of all this, we were at war every single day, because we wanted 
to refuse their entire repressive system, we did not accept them as war 
victors, merely as dominating women.) 

 
This female prisoner is acknowledging the way that daily survival 

became the arena for a relentless war, a guerrilla warfare of oppositional 
practices of which the prisoners themselves were proud, and which in itself 
became an important condition for survival. 

Another major concept that is redefined through the oppositional 
practice of adoptions and the creation of alternative families is that of 
motherhood. Ellen Mayock talks perceptively about the “maternidad 
transgresora” (transgressive maternity) in La voz dormida, a transgressive 
maternity that has everything to do with the tactical use of adoptions 
analyzed here. One significant example of this is an anecdote involving one 
of the most defiant of the inmates in Hortensia’s prison family. Tomasa, who 
witnessed the killing of her entire family by Francoist soldiers before being 
sent to prison, is at a certain point punished with several months of solitary 
confinement for biting off the toe of the statue of a baby Jesus instead of 
kissing it during a religious holiday. She is left to languish without any 
medical help or adequate nutrition; she survives only because another inmate 
risks her life to save her. Sole, a midwife in her pre-prison life, is asked to 
help in the infirmary and sees her chance to clandestinely help the dying 
Tomasa. Claiming to go wash the other empty solitary confinement cells, 
she regularly hides some puree at the bottom of a pail and uses a medical 
catheter to pass it through the keyhole of Tomasa’s cell door. When Tomasa 
sees the catheter for the first time, we are told, “Se arrodilló, levantó la cara 
y acercó la boca. Y succinó, como un ternero se alimenta de la ubre de su 
madre” (Chacón, Voz 188) (She went down on her knees, lifted her head, 
and put the tube in her mouth. Then she began to suck, like a calf at its 
mother’s udder) (Sleeping 126). This clearly maternal image embodies a 
“transgressive maternity” taking place right under the noses of the prison 
guards, and, significantly, disassociates the nurturing quality of a mother 
from the sphere of biological reproduction connecting it instead to that of 
social and political solidarity. 

But if Sole is the inmate who saves Tomasa’s life by figuratively 
“suckling” her back to health, it is Reme who is, most of the time, her 
adoptive mother in prison. In fact, Reme, the oldest of Hortensia’s original 
prison family, functions as an adoptive mother to many of the women 
prisoners, whom she affectionately calls “sangre mía” (my blood) when they 
need comforting, an expression that underscores her maternal relation to 
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them. Reme is, for example, the prisoner who most maternally takes care of 
the youngest of the group, Elvira, when she is sick with fever and deliriously 
calling out for her mother, who has already passed away. Significantly, 
when Elvira later escapes from the prison and joins her brother Paulino as a 
guerrilla fighter in the mountains, she again suffers a feverish delirium. This 
time, however, Elvira calls for Reme and not for her own mother. 
Motherhood has become a floating signifier, one that shifts according to 
tactical needs. It is a role that different people can perform at different times, 
in a recurring pattern of substitutions in which any essentialized, biological 
anchoring is replaced by an oppositional practice of adoptions always open 
to change and transformation. 

Even after Reme is released from prison, she remains in Madrid for 
years until Tomasa is released, since Tomasa has no blood family left. When 
Tomasa is finally freed, Reme and her husband “adopt” Tomasa and take her 
with them back to their hometown. During the years between Reme’s and 
Tomasa’s releases, however, Reme regularly sends Tomasa packages, the 
first she ever receives in prison. The packages are supposedly from 
Tomasa’s “sister.” Reme is thus transformed from Tomasa’s mother, to her 
sister, and back again once Tomasa leaves prison, in a series of moves by 
which traditional familial relations are constantly redefined within an 
oppositional practice that embodies both a tactical resistance to the prison 
authorities and an ever-shifting yet unwavering affirmation of female 
solidarity and agency against all odds. 

These “adoptions” undermine the traditional family not only by creating 
alternative and ever-shifting family structures but also because the female 
protagonists “adopt” ways of being that radically challenge dominant gender 
roles. This is seen clearly in the case of Reme, the quintessential 
“transgressive mother,” to use Ellen Mayock’s expression, who not only 
creates and nurtures a number of alternative political families in and outside 
prison but who, in the process, forces a radical subversion of established 
gender roles in her own real family. The novel shows how, during the years 
that she is imprisoned, her husband, Benjamín, effectively takes on the 
traditional female role of the spouse waiting for a partner’s return, moving 
from their hometown to Madrid to be closer to his imprisoned wife and even 
suffering the types of degrading punishments the victors typically reserved 
for women: “A él le hicieron barrer las calles del pueblo por haberle 
permitido semejante oprobio a su mujer. Le hicieron barrer un día y otro 
hasta que acabó la guerra” (Voz 56) (They made him sweep the village 
streets for allowing his wife to commit such an outrage. They made him 
sweep the streets day after day until the war was over) (Sleeping 32). 

When the youngest of the female prisoners, Elvira, escapes the prison, 
thanks to a plan organized by her brother Paulino and his maquis 
companions, she joins the maquis in the mountains. A fellow maquis, 
Hortensia’s husband, is unhappy with her presence, just as he was unhappy 
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when Hortensia had also fought with them, believing that “las mujeres no 
deben andar como gatas salvajes por el monte” (Voz 261) (women should 
not be prowling like wild cats up in the hills) (Sleeping 178). At a certain 
point he comments, upon seeing Elvira wash her clothes in the river, how 
lucky any future husband of hers will be since she will wash his clothes so 
well, and she replies, “si te crees que yo voy a casarme para llevar limpio a 
mi marido estás tu bueno. El que quiera ir de limpio que se lave la ropa” 
(Voz 263) (if you think I’m going to get married just to keep my husband 
clean and tidy you’ve got another thing coming. If he’s so worried about it, 
he can do his own washing) (Sleeping 179). In the end, her bravery forces 
him to accept her as an equal and question his own initial sexist attitudes. 

This adoption of behavior by female characters thus forces a radical 
subversion of dominant gender roles both within and beyond the prison 
walls. Within the prison, these oppositional practices undermine the 
structures of power, which, as Ricard Vinyes reminds us, were established 
not only to punish the prisoners but to “sobre todo, perpetuar la condición 
femenina en un territorio de estricta subalternidad” (Irredentas 225) (above 
all, maintain the female condition in a strictly subaltern position). Outside of 
prison, and even within organized resistance networks, these oppositional 
practices by women are examples, as Barbara Harlow reminds us, of how 
 

The particular strategies of resistance available to women, their need to 
circumlocute the cultural traditions and social mores that prescribe their 
positioning in the internal arrangement of public and private space, are 
in turn forcing a radical rethinking of the mobilization tactics and 
structures of contestation that historically have been articulated on 
masculinist grounds by protest movements and resistance organizations. 
(33) 

 
The female oppositional practice of adoption that recurs in the text can 

similarly be seen at play in the very conception, writing, and reception of the 
novel. Dulce Chacón has often explained how she did not know anything 
while growing up about the repression suffered by the losers of the Spanish 
Civil War since she was too young to have lived through the war and 
postwar years and, as she states, “la mía era una familia conservadora de 
Almendralejo y nuestros muertos lo fueron a manos de los milicianos” 
(Valenzuela) (mine was a conservative family from Almendralejo and our 
dead were killed by Republican militias). Therefore, she explains, “La voz 
dormida surge de una necesidad personal de hace mucho tiempo, de conocer 
la historia de España que no nos contaron, aquella que fue censurada y 
silenciada” (Velázquez Jordán) (The Sleeping Voice emerges from a 
longstanding personal need to discover the history of Spain that we were not 
taught, the history that was censored and silenced). She further extends this 
ignorance of the past to an entire generation, a generation she is trying to 
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reach: “Nosotros, la gente que estamos en los cuarenta o los cincuenta años 
de edad, somos los hijos del silencio de nuestros padres. Pero es hora de 
romper este silencio en beneficio de nuestros hijos. Tenemos que rescatar la 
historia silenciada, es una responsabilidad de nuestra generación” 
(Valenzuela) (We, those who are around forty or fifty years old, are the 
children of our parents’ silence. But it is time to break that silence for the 
sake of our own children. We must recover that silenced history; it is our 
generation’s obligation). 

These “hijos del silencio” (children of silence) are clearly the generation 
suffering from the effects of what Marianne Hirsch has called 
“postmemory,” the lingering effects of a historical trauma they did not live 
but that determines their lives, precisely because of all the ways it is passed 
down, often unacknowledged, despite never being talked about. 
Significantly, Hirsch has seen in the act of adoption a useful concept to think 
about how postmemory works inter-generationally. Reflecting on the term 
“witnessing by adoption,” coined by Geoffrey Hartman in The Longest 
Shadow: In the Aftermath of the Holocaust, Hirsch explains, 
 

I like the connection to and enlargement of family that this term implies. 
Postmemory thus would be retrospective witnessing by adoption. It is a 
question of adopting the traumatic experiences—and thus also the 
memories—of others as experiences one might oneself have had, and of 
inscribing them into one’s own life story. It is a question, more 
specifically, of an ethical relation to the oppressed or persecuted other 
for which postmemory can serve as a model. (“Surviving” 10) 

 
We can see this retrospective witnessing by adoption at work in the 

novel in the way Chacón has made her own the suffering of the generation 
of vanquished women her novel portrays, a suffering she did not experience. 
In fact, in a move that distinguishes her novel from most other recent novels 
that deal with the civil war and Franco regime in Spain, Chacón ends her 
book with a section in which she specifically names all the people she 
interviewed, books she read, and institutions that helped her with her 
research for the novel. This section is preceded by a page stating, “Mi 
gratitud a todas las personas que me han regalado su historia” (Voz 381) (My 
gratitude to all those who gave me their stories) (Sleeping 263). Through this 
gift that Chacón has received from so many people, she has, in fact, 
“adopted” their story. However, it must be clarified that she does not make 
their story her own in a way that would lead to a problematic acting out of 
the traumatic past, for the literary elaboration that the memories undergo 
implies a recognition, and maintenance, of the necessary distance for a 
productive working through to take place. As Edurne Portela rightly points 
out, reiterating, quite significantly, the metaphor of adoption to talk about 
the dynamic of postmemory in the novel, “La segunda generación adopta el 
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trauma de la primera no para reiterarlo de manera melancólica, sino para 
conseguir avanzar positivamente en el trabajo de duelo” (56) (The second 
generation adopts the trauma of the first not in order to repeat it in a 
melancholic manner, but in order to constructively advance the work of 
mourning). This mourning, emerging out of the adoption of the suffering of 
an earlier generation of women, a suffering that Chacón did not even know 
existed until later in life, is, surely, “an ethical relation to the oppressed or 
persecuted other,” as Hirsch claims. We can, moreover, see how this 
retrospective witnessing by adoption is intimately related to the multiple 
forms of adoption present throughout the text, oppositional practices whose 
“ethical relation to the oppressed or persecuted other” is based precisely on 
the way they constantly affirm the agency, strength, and dignity of that 
other. 

Chacón herself thus acknowledges that she in a way adopted the 
suffering of these women in order to tell their story. Yet it is equally 
important to note the dynamics of adoption at work in the novel’s reception. 
Not only was it a huge commercial success, but in the various events in 
which the book was presented throughout Spain, older women in the 
audience would often stand up and tell their own stories of imprisonment 
and repression. For many, it was the first time they talked in public about 
their suffering. The book opened up a space for others in the public to 
“adopt” these stories, and for many of these women to “adopt,” once again, 
the position of active agents who fought—and suffered—for their ideals, an 
agency recovered by the fact of simply being able to tell their story before an 
audience that was finally willing to listen.  
 
 
Adapting 
 
The oppositional practice of “adapting” forms of language and 
communication, and even inventing them, for subversive ends is also 
manifested on several levels in the novel. Within the plot, there are 
numerous examples. 

Before one particular visiting day, Elvira, the youngest of the 
protagonists in prison, fills a glove with the dried chickpeas that the prison 
guards, as punishment, have made her kneel on top of until her knees bled. 
She makes a sort of puppet with the chickpea-filled glove and shows it to her 
grandfather during a visit. The prison guard on duty is amused with what she 
thinks is a naïve game the girl is playing with her grandfather, an innocent 
form of communication. However, when Elvira opens the puppet, letting her 
grandfather see the bloodstained chickpeas while pointing to her knees, the 
innocent game is transformed into a subversive form of communication, one 
by which the tortures suffered by the prisoners are made known to those 
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outside. Once she realizes this, the irate prison guard terminates the visit, 
cutting off the undesirable communication. 

Something similar could be said of Hortensia’s notebooks. Her husband, 
even while hiding in the mountains as part of the maquis resistance to the 
regime, buys her the notebooks to use as a pastime, and Pepita takes them to 
Hortensia in prison. For the prison guards, they are probably just something 
that keeps a prisoner quiet for long periods of time. For Hortensia, however, 
they function as vital means of personal affirmation and as a way for her to 
transcend her death and communicate her political ideals to her daughter. It 
is, in fact, in large part due to the avid reading of these notebooks after her 
mother’s death that Hortensia’s daughter, Tensi, eventually develops the 
political ideals to join the Communist Party and continue her parents’ fight 
against the regime. This is, of course, the last thing the regime wanted, 
especially given the fact that prisoners were separated from their children in 
a very conscious effort to prevent the political ideals of republican 
sympathizers from being passed on to the next generation. A simple pastime 
has been adapted and transformed into a form of communication that 
circumvents the regime’s attempt to silence its victims. 

There are other examples of objects used in unexpected ways and thus 
transformed into sources of subversive communication. Clothes hanging to 
dry outside on a balcony become a coded message from the maquis to 
Pepita. When she sees a particular sock hung over a napkin, she knows she 
must go to the mountainside to receive a message from the guerrilla fighters. 

For years, each morning after prisoners are executed in secret along the 
walls of the Almudena cemetery near Ventas prison, Doña Celia (Pepita’s 
adoptive mother) silently enters the cemetery after the firing squad is gone 
and cuts a piece of cloth from the clothes of each executed prisoner. She can 
enter the cemetery because the groundskeeper eats at her inn, and she gives 
him extra food in exchange for this favor. Outside, anxious family members 
wait to see if the pieces of cloth correspond to the clothes of a loved one. 
These torn pieces of cloth establish a form of communication that subverts 
the regime’s intent to keep the executions secret and punish the families of 
the prisoners by not allowing them to mourn their dead. 

Inside the prison, on a fourteenth of July, the day of the proclamation of 
the Second Republic in Spain, two prisoners give one of the guards a yellow 
sweater to wear. The two of them are wearing red and purple sweaters, so 
when they walk alongside the guard, unbeknownst to her, they effectively 
recreate the republican flag. It is a small but symbolic gesture of resistance. 

The novel incorporates into its storyline the real anecdote of thirteen 
young female prisoners incarcerated for their political opposition to the 
regime and executed in 1939.7 The novel tells of how one of the young 
prisoners, Joaquina, before her execution, handed out the beads from her belt 
to fellow prisoners as a way for them to remember her and her comrades. 
The beads are passed on from one prisoner to another, becoming a form of 
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communication that keeps alive not only the memory of the thirteen young 
women but also their spirit of resistance, becoming a source of hope and 
inspiration for other prisoners. 

These simple everyday things (clothes hanging to dry on a balcony, torn 
pieces of cloth, sweaters being worn in prison, and beads from a young 
woman’s belt) allow for subversive communication to occur, communication 
that is all the more subversive because it is taking place in plain view. 

Gestures also become subtle forms of communication. When one of the 
prisoners, Tomasa, is placed in solitary confinement for months, she is 
allowed to go out to the patio alone for several minutes each day. She sits on 
a particular bench from which her fellow prisoners can see her from their 
ward. When it is their turn to be out in the patio, even though Tomasa cannot 
see them, they sit on the same bench, thus expressing their solidarity with 
her. Again, in plain sight of all prison personnel, this gesture becomes a 
subversive affirmation of their solidarity with a prisoner who is supposedly 
being separated from her comrades. 

 There are also multiple forms of communication that can function 
subversively precisely because they are hidden. There are numerous 
examples of clandestine communication entering and exiting the prison: 
notes are hidden in pieces of bread, in sausage casings within dishes of 
paella, and in containers with false bottoms. Letters are sent with false 
identities, to convey secret information that only the prisoner receiving the 
letter can decipher. 

 There are also examples of forms of subversive communication based 
on resemanticizing established texts. There are several examples of songs 
sung by the prisoners with double meanings. One is the song “La tarántula,” 
from a famous zarzuela, “La tempranica,” which the prisoners sing with a 
double entendre, making the spider and its painful bite allude to the prison 
and the prison guards. In fact, this song will be the cue, during a prisoner 
performance for the prison authorities, for several maquis to storm into the 
prison disguised as falangists and take two of the prisoners with them. The 
song is thus subversive in a number of ways that elude the control of the 
prison authorities. 

Perhaps the most significant example of a form of communication that is 
adapted and transformed from what the regime intended it to be to an 
entirely different and subversive purpose is one that is connected to the very 
title of the novel. Tomasa spends years in the Ventas prison without ever 
speaking of the horrors she witnessed before her imprisonment: the killing of 
her entire family and the throwing of their bodies in a river. The officers 
who captured her when she survived the massacre told her that she should 
tell others her story in order to teach them a lesson. That is surely, in part, 
why she never did communicate her tale. However, in a moment of utter 
desperation, when she is in solitary confinement and hears that her friend 
Hortensia will soon be executed and she will not be able to say goodbye, she 
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breaks down and begins to scream out and tell her story, as a form of 
survival as well as a form of resistance. The novel explains, “[C]ontará su 
historia. A gritos la contará para no sucumbir a la locura. Para sobrevivir. . . . 
[V]ivirás para contarlo, le dijeron, ignorando que sería al contrario. Lo 
contaría para sobrevivir” (Voz 214, 216) (She wants to tell her story. To 
shout it out in order not to succumb to madness. In order to survive. . . . 
You’ll live to tell the tale, they said, without realizing the opposite would be 
true. That she would tell the tale to survive) (Sleeping 145, 147). The telling 
of her story, which was supposed to be a form of punishment and a threat to 
others, becomes her way to survive, and survival, in the end, will become 
her ultimate form of resistance. She finally raises her voice, as the novel 
describes it: “La voz dormida al lado de la boca. La voz que no quiso contar 
que todos habían muerto” (Voz 215) (the sleeping voice near to her mouth. 
The voice that refused to say that they had all died) (Sleeping 146). Telling 
her story becomes the most difficult of oppositional practices for Tomasa, 
forcing her to relive the horror of her family’s massacre but allowing her to 
feel connected, despite being in solitary confinement, with her new family in 
prison. The novel also becomes an awakened voice, crying out in hopes of 
raising the voices of others. 

It is not surprising that a novel whose plot is so full of examples of 
alternative forms of communication, of oppositional practices based on 
adapting an official language or inventing a mode of communication for 
subversive ends, would also incorporate similar oppositional practices within 
its very form. One such practice embodied in the form of the text is the 
insertion of official historical documents, presented in a different font from 
the rest of the novel, one that imitates the old-fashioned typewritten lettering 
of the originals. These documents usually present events or information that 
mirror what is happening in the plot. The juxtaposition of these official 
documents, this adaptation of official language and its insertion into a novel, 
is subversive on several counts. 

For example, the famous official declaration by Franco himself 
announcing the end of the Spanish Civil War and the defeat of the 
republican army in 1939 is presented. However, the novel shows how the 
war was not actually over. The regime itself continued for years to wage war 
by other means against any member of society suspected of having 
sympathized with the Republic. The ongoing resistance to the regime is what 
the novel is about: the resistance of the guerrilla fighters in the mountains 
and that of the women, both inside and outside the prison. 

After the novel narrates the execution of Hortensia, a historical text 
appears that presents the standard death sentence. The impersonal language 
of the official document, part and parcel of a strategy of dehumanizing the 
enemy, is subverted by the rehumanization that the novel enacts by telling, 
and affirming, the life story that the death sentence was meant to annihilate 
with the individual’s execution. This tension between the two kinds of texts, 
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the novelized story of resistance to the regime and the official documents of 
the regime itself, forces the reader to question official language and official 
versions of history. As Kathryn Everly has noted with regard to this tension 
in the novel, “the contrast in language suggests confusion and error and this 
becomes an integral part of the novel’s purpose, which is to unearth the 
silences, the omissions, and the constructedness of history” (90). As Everly 
further explains, in highlighting the active role of women in the fight against 
fascism, “the novel inserts women’s experience into the official discourse of 
history yet at the same time questions the validity of any ‘official’ 
discourse” (78). This is an oppositional practice that the novel enacts to 
combat the way official history, both during the regime and afterwards, has 
silenced and disregarded the agency and political activity of these women. 

Another way in which an oppositional practice of adapting language is 
at work in the novel is in its literary style. Analyzing the way the novel 
incorporates the material that Chacón encountered in her extensive research 
(including, among other things, oral interviews and previously published 
collections of oral testimonies), José Colmeiro explains that 

 
as a fundamentally hybrid form, mixing the oral and the literary, the 
testimonial and the novelistic, the personal and the collective, the 
memorial and the archival, and the multiple voices of informants, 
characters, narrator and author, Chacón’s novel transforms the raw 
materials re-collected into a new creation that effectively produces what 
I call a “hybridization of memories. (192–93) 
 
As part of this “hybridization of memories,” for example, the mutual 

adaptation of both literary and oral languages as they come in contact with 
each other in the text is essential for understanding the effectiveness of the 
linguistic oppositional practice embodied in the novel. This oppositional 
practice has been able to make accessible to a much wider public 
information that had either remained untold or, when told and even 
published, had reached a much more limited audience. 

The melding of oral and literary qualities in the text accounts in part for 
its emotional force and thus, in part, for its public success. Colmeiro 
examines Chacón’s use of a number of characteristics traditionally 
associated with oral speech in her novel, which include “reliance on additive 
structures (‘and,’ ‘and’), rather than subordinate constructions; the 
aggregative creation (relying on known clichés and epithetic formulas, such 
as ‘the beautiful princess’) rather than analytic formation; and the use of 
redundancy and repetition” (195–96). These characteristics of orality are 
masterfully woven into the text, for example, to illustrate the obsessive, even 
traumatic, repetition of words or phrases by certain characters, forcefully 
conveying emotional states such as fear, numbness, fatigue, obsessive 
repetition and recollection, and even a desperate attempt to conjure up hope 
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in a dismally hopeless situation. A clear example of the first characteristic of 
orality mentioned above is seen in a passage in which Pepita is tossing and 
turning in bed, and her fear and restlessness (due to her having been 
summoned to go to the mountains the next day to receive a message from 
the maquis) are presented through the repetitive use of “y” to begin 
sentences. The entire section reflects an anxious stream of consciousness and 
internal monologue that jumps incessantly from one thought to the next: 

 
Y dio tantas vueltas en la cama, a derecha y a izquierda, dormida y 
despirta, que acabó por caerse al suelo. . . . Y ella no se había partido en 
dos. . . . Y se mete entre las sábanas, aún calientes. . . . Y la sopa, . . . Y 
Pepita se ovilla al lado izquierdo de la cama, y luego al derecho. Y se 
abraza a la almohada. . . . Y ella se levantará, claro que se levantará. . . . 
Y Felipe se echó al monte . . . Y quedarse allí. . . . Y trabajando como un 
perro. . . . Y va todas las mañanas al cementerio. Y encima le deja 
quedarse con las migas de los manteles. . . . Y hacer limpieza general los 
domingos. . . . Y menos mal que encontró una casa donde entrar a servir 
. . . Y a ella le gustaría ir al parque los domingos. (Voz 66–69) 
 
(And she tossed and turned so much in her bed that she fell to the floor. . 
. . And she had not snapped in two. . . . [And] she crawls back between 
the still warm sheets. . . . And what about the soup? . . . [And] Pepita 
curls up on the left side of the bed, then on the right. . . . [And] she 
clutches her pillow. And she’ll get up and go to see him, of course she 
will. . . . And Felipe took off for the hills. . . . And stay there. . . . And 
working like a dog too. . . . And she goes to the cemetery every 
morning. And she also lets Pepita pick up all the crumbs from the 
tablecloths. . . . And on Sundays giving the whole place a good clean. . . 
. And she was lucky to find a house where she could work as a maid. . . . 
[And] she would like to be able to go to the park on Sundays.) (Sleeping 
39–41) 
 
This oral quality could also be seen to incorporate elements of the real 

interviews Chacón conducted into the fictive narrative, but it is seamlessly 
interwoven with traditional elements of literary construction such as 
character development, foreshadowing, symbolism, and so on. This mutual 
adaptation to each other of the oral and literary registers of language, this 
“hybrid” form, is part of what makes the novel so powerful. It is important, 
here, to recognize that it mirrors an oppositional practice recurrent 
throughout the text in which languages and codes of communication are 
adapted, even invented, in order to subvert dominant structures of power. 

In discussing Michel de Certeau’s concept of oppositional practices, 
Ross Chambers explains that they “help us maintain some sense of dignity 
and personhood” (7). This is exactly what the oppositional practices of 
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adopting and adapting in Dulce Chacón’s novel enable the text to do: to 
recall the active resistance of so many men, and especially women, to the 
Franco regime without presenting them as mere victims, affirming their 
dignity, personhood, and, above all, historical agency. 
 

Notes 

1. As a particularly egregious example of the problematic type of collection of 
testimonies, Labanyi mentions José María Zavala’s Los horrores de la guerra civil 
(The Horrors of the Civil War), published in 2003, whose back cover announces 
stories of “fusilamientos, violaciones, mutilaciones y decapitaciones, infanticidios, 
enterramientos de vivos, cadáveres devorados por fieras” (executions, rapes, 
mutilations and decapitations, infanticide, people buried alive, bodies devoured by 
wild animals). This book thus capitalizes on the recent boom of interest in the 
Spanish Civil War and postwar to present a scintillating tableau of atrocious acts 
framed in such a way, it seems, as to provide maximum shock value with minimum 
critical engagement. The volumes by Tomasa Cuevas and Fernanda Romeu Alfaro, 
on the other hand, can be seen to do just the opposite. They were intended as a 
political act of resistance against the silence that has characterized the transition to 
democracy regarding both the realities of repression suffered by women and their 
political opposition during the Franco regime. The books were intended not to shock 
but to educate and engender a critical practice of memory rooted in knowledge of 
the past and dedicated to the transformation of the present. Unfortunately, despite 
the importance of these collections of testimonies, they did not reach a wide 
audience (some, in fact, had to be self-published due to the lack of interest on the 
part of the presses of the day). This contrasts sharply with the enormous commercial 
success of Dulce Chacón’s novel La voz dormida in 2002. 

2.  The full extent of the tragedy of what have come to be called the “stolen children” of 
Francoism has only recently become public knowledge in Spain. Following the 
pseudoscientific theories of military psychologist and close Franco collaborator 
Antonio Vallejo-Nájera, the regime systematized a practice, supported by a number 
of legal decrees, of separating children from republican prisoners (and also poor 
families with no legal recourse) and either offering them for adoption to families 
sympathetic with the regime or institutionalizing them in centers (all without 
parental consent, or even knowledge) where they could be properly indoctrinated 
and made to reject their parents’ values and beliefs. One source estimates the total 
number of children who may have been illegally adopted between 1950 and 1980 at 
300,000 (see Junquera). The regime also systematically looked for children of 
republican families that had been sent outside Spain during the civil war and 
forcibly repatriated them, without family consent or knowledge, and also gave them 
up for adoption or interned them in government-run centers. The practice of illegal 
adoptions continued well beyond the end of the regime, up through 1990. In 2010 
the Spanish organization ANADIR (Asociación Nacional de Afectados por 
Adopciones Irregulares) was founded to fight for the rights of those who had been 
illegally adopted. A number of cases have been presented for legal action, although 
no conviction has been made as yet. For more information on the “stolen children,” 
see Junquera and Vinyes. 
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3.  Unless a published translation to English of a text is cited, all translations to English 
of Spanish citations are my own. 

4.  Although the focus of this article is on the agency of women political prisoners in 
the famous Ventas women’s prison in Madrid, and of other women as portrayed in 
the novel, it is important to point out that the book also includes the—mostly male—
struggle of the maquis resistance to the regime (within Spain as well as in exile) and 
in the male prison of Burgos, thus also showcasing male resistance to, and 
repression by, the regime. 

5.  One is struck by the similarity of de Certeau’s definition of the “tricks of the weak 
within the order established by the strong”(“On the Oppositional Practices” 8) to the 
concept coined by Latin American feminist Josefina Ludmer when describing 
similar tactics, specifically those practiced by women, as “las tretas del débil” (the 
tricks of the weak). Ludmer’s analysis is most relevant to Chacón’s novel and could 
be used to analyze other oppositional practices in the text, such as the use of silence, 
to name just one of the “tretas” Ludmer mentions in her essay. 

6.  The oppositional practices studied here function in similar ways to the acts of 
resistance in the novel that Virginia Trueba Mira has labeled a “red asociada a la 
idea de la resistencia”(315) (web associated with the idea of resistance). 

7.  These women have come to be known as “las trece rosas” (the thirteen roses) and 
have attained near mythical status. A number of books, fictional and non, as well as 
plays, songs, movies, and so on, have appeared in the last few years telling their tale. 
For more on these texts, see Larson. 
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